NOT A PART OF CAD

LOCATION OF TYPE II STREAM
100' STANDARD BUFFER
15' FARM BUFFER

LOCATION OF TYPE II WETLAND C1

LOCATION OF ROCKERY

LOCATION OF WETLAND C2
(SOUTH BOUNDARY)
CATEGORY II
100' BUFFER
15' BSBL

HUMAN MADE STRUCTURE

EXISTING PATH TO REMAIN
FUTURE PATH - NO RESTORATION

WETLAND C (SOUTH BOUNDARY)
CATEGORY II
100' BUFFER
15' BSBL

WETLAND B
CATEGORY III
50' STANDARD BUFFER
15' BSBL

WETLAND A
CATEGORY II
25' BUFFER
15' BSBL

EVAN'S CREEK
TYPE II STREAM
165' STANDARD BUFFER
35' FARM BUFFER

PLAN LEGEND
- PROPERTY LINE
- EXISTING WETLAND BOUNDARY
- EXISTING POND/TYPE II STREAM
- EXISTING TYPE II STREAM
- STANDARD WETLAND/STREAM BUFFER
- 15' BSBL
- FARM BUFFER

MITIGATION LEGEND
- RESTORATION / 29,041 SF
- HEDGEROW PLANTINGS
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SCALE: 1:160

NOTES
1. SITE PLAN PROVIDED BY KOVACH ARCHITECTS,
   (425) 743-0847.
2. ALL BUFFERS ASSUME HIGH IMPACT LAND USE.